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Abstract: With the development of mobile Internet, it is 

changing the way we communicate with others. Internet media 

plays important application for information dissemination and 

user communication, including online news and social networks. 

However, the present advancement in technology provides 

opportunities to raise large number of spammers, who release 

false speech, advertisements and phishing websites on the media 

to gain commercial benefits, which seriously affects the 

experience of normal users. Therefore, in order to reduce the 

harm of false information, our paper focuses on the 

identification of spammers from normal users. However, the 

existing technologies of identifying spammers involve high data 

costs and poor effects, and most of them are concentrated in the 

field of social networks, while less research is carried out in the 

field of online news. In this paper, we propose an effective 

technology of identifying online news comment spammers based 

on the comment propagation algorithm (CPA), making full use 

of the user comment behaviours and contents. First of all, we 

extract few amount of information using scraping tool and label 

some users in the data as spammers or normal users manually to 

construct a labelled dataset. Next, we propose the identification 

technology based on the CPA. Finally, the set of values is input 

into the proposed technology in different combinations, and 

experiments and evaluations are carried out to determine 

possible spammers using behavioural features.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the increase in the number of mobile Internet users 

and the high information of social life, there is a large 

amount of information at high value in mobile Internet, 

which is distributed in a variety of mobile crowd sourcing 

applications (5).  At present, mobile crowd sourcing 

applications are generally composed of various Internet 

media, including online news, micro-blogs, blogs, and 

forums. The media are either social networks, or news media, 

or both , from which users can access a lot of information. 

But the potential business opportunities have made these 

Internet media flooded with a large amount of false 

information, such as false speech, numerous abusive 

advertisements. The false information has greatly reduced 

the user experience, affected the public opinions, reduced the 
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quality of service, and impaired the economic interests, and 

thus it has become a serious problem of Internet media, 

which urgently needs to be regulated. And the false 

information derives from those people who commonly 

known as spammers. Spammer is a generic term of those 

malicious users who are driven by commercial interests to 

create and disseminate false information on Internet media 

by using special accounts registered on the platforms, in 

order to influence public opinions, disturb network order, 

and achieve other improper purposes . There have been 

spammers since the popularity of Internet media, and many 

technologies of spammer identification have been proposed 

in the industrial circles and academic circles. However, with 

the complexity of Internet environment, the behaviour of 

spammers is becoming more and more covert, the published 

false information is becoming more and more difficult to 

distinguish, and the data cost is becoming more and more 

high, which makes it more and more difficult to identify 

spammers . As a result, these technologies are either too 

limited or not suitable for the large-scale data sets nowadays, 

which need to be improved urgently. At present, most of 

technologies on the identification of spammers are focused 

on social networks, such as Twitter. There are few 

technologies on the identification of spammers on news 

media. Most of contents in social networks record users’ 

private things, while the comments in news media are related 

to target news, so the standard for labelling spammers is 

different. Also, social networks contain social relationships 

such as followers, while news media does not have 

corresponding social relationships. Therefore, there are 

differences in the extraction of spammer features. Thus, it is 

necessary to study the identification technology of spammers 

on news media.  

The development of mobile Internet has greatly expanded the 

proximity service, including public safety communications 

and commercial applications. The mobile crowd sourcing 

applications have also become an important research work of 

the proximity service but it is flooded with a large amount of 

false information.. This paper hands over all process of the 

identification technology to cloud computing. 

 

II. DATASET COLLECTION AND PROCEESING 

 

We extracted the data by using scrapping tool. For this 

purpose we use octoparse web scrapping tool. We followed 

the following steps: 

1) Create a new task in advance mode. 

2)  Enter the URL and click the SAVE URL. 

3) Build the workflow and extract the data.  
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III. DATA PREPROCESSING: 

 

The data extracted will have some anonymous comments. 

These anonymous comments should be removed. So, it is also 

necessary to remove the users with fewer comments, because 

with manual checks, it is difficult to determine whether these 

users are normal or spammers. As a result our paper 

eliminates the users with fewer with 4 comments. The 

extraction technique is based on the semi supervised machine 

learning to label the users manually. All the users were sorted 

based on the number of comments from high to low. The 

current spammer identification technologies either use 

recognized datasets or use datasets collected by themselves. If 

they use the recognized datasets, there is no need to 

guarantee the authenticity of spammers’ identity. Because its 

authenticity has been guaranteed by the data providing 

platform or domain experts. But most technologies use the 

datasets collected by themselves, they usually label which 

users are normal users and which users are spammers 

manually according to their own standards. It is impossible to 

ensure that the spammers labelled manually are real 

spammers, as unless the user acknowledges that he is a 

spammer or that the organization reveals him. That is, it 

often goes beyond the scope of technology to prove the 

authenticity of spammers that are manually labelled. This 

paper uses the dataset collected by us therefore; we call the 

manually labelled spammers as possible spammers to avoid 

discussing the authenticity. 

 

IV. BEHAVIOURAL FEATURE ANALYSIS 

 

After labelling possible spammers and normal users 

manually, this paper made a statistical analysis of user 

behavioural features (4), in order to find out the objective 

features which are helpful to identify possible spammers. In 

this paper, mainly the following four behavioural features are 

analyzed, namely, the number of new comments by users, the 

number of news commented, the number of comments during 

working hours and the frequency of comments. For the 

convenience of discussing the features of this paper, Qn and 

Qs are used to represent the number of normal users and that 

of possible spammers, and Pn and Ps are used to represent 

the user proportion of normal users and that of possible 

spammers. We adopted manual graph based analysis to 

feature our values between 0 and 1. 

 

1) NUMBER OF NEW COMMENTS BY USERS 

 

In daily life, people tend to get inspired when reading a piece 

of news, and then make some comments. For normal users, 

they will make new comments about news, but they are more 

about discussing with others, because one of the major 

functions provided by online news is the interaction between 

users. For possible spammers, they tend to just post new 

comments, instead of replying to others’ comments, in order 

to increase the number of comments to finish their tasks as 

soon as possible. Therefore, this paper argues that the feature 

of the number of new comments by users can be used to 

distinguish between normal users and possible spammers, 

and the number of new comments by normal users is lower 

than that of possible spammers. 

We calculated the ratio of number of new comments per user 

to their total comments number of comments as follows: 

1) Count the number of new comments per user and define as 

Cn. 

2) Count the total number of comments and define as Ct. 

3) Calculate the ratio of number of new comments to the total 

comments and define it as A. 

A=Cn/Ct 

RANGE Qs Ps Qn Pn 

[0.0,0.2] 11 2.84% 211 8.08% 

[0.2,0.4] 3 0.78% 261 9.99% 

[0.4,0,6] 8 2.07% 391 14.96% 

[0.6,0.8] 16 4.13% 482 18.45% 
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2) NUMBER OF NEWS COMMENTED 

 

People have a variety of interests and are curious about 

different things, and the same is true when they read news. 

For normal users, they tend to read more news and comment 

on it instead of just making comments on several pieces of 

news. For possible spammers, they tend to comment on 

certain news for some purpose, such as raising the popularity 

of some news. Therefore, this paper argues that the feature of 

the number of news commented can be used to distinguish 

normal users from possible spammers, and the number of 

news commented by normal users is higher than that by 

possible spammers. We calculated the ratio of the number of 

news commented per user to their number of comments. The 

steps are as follows: 

1. Count the number of news commented per user, and define 

it as Nn.  

2. Count the total number of comments per user, and define it 

as Na.  

 

3. Calculate the ratio of the number of news commented to 

the total number of comments, and define it as B, and its 

quantification equation is as follows:  

 

B=Nn/Na 

RANGE Qs Ps   

[0.0,0.2] 48 12.40% 10 0.38% 

[0.2,0.4] 39 10.08% 20 0.77% 

[0.4,0.6] 56 14.47% 57 2.18% 

[0.6,0.8] 80 20.67% 231 8.84% 

 

 

 
 

3) NUMBER OF COMMENTS DURING WORKING 

 

In daily life, people will engage in a variety of jobs, and 

stick to their own posts. Reading news and making 

comments are entertainment activities, and such behaviour r 

tends to take place less frequently during working hours. For 

normal users, they tend to be busy with their work and spend 

less time reading news and making comments during their 

working hours. For possible spammers, the time they spend 

commenting on news often varies irregularly, as they may 

make comments during working hours or during 

non-working hours, which depends on whether possible 

spammers receive certain tasks. Therefore, this paper argues 

that the feature of the number of comments during working 

hours can be used to distinguish normal users from possible 

spammers, and the number of comments posted by normal 

users during working hours is lower than that of possible 

spammers. 

We calculated the ratio of the number of comments posted 

during the working hours per user to their total number of 

comments. The steps are as follows:  

1. Count the number of comments per user that are posted 

between the required time limits and define it as Nw.  

2. Count the total number of comments per user, and define it 

as Na.  

3. Calculate the ratio of the number of comments during 

working hours to the total number of comments, and define it 

as Rw, and its quantification equation is as follows:  

RANGE Qs Ps Qn Pn 

[0.0,0.2

] 

70 18.09% 515 19.71% 

[0.2,0.4

] 

96 24.81% 935 35.78% 

[0.4,0.6

] 

92 23.77% 722 27.63% 

[0.6,0.8

] 

49 12.66% 308 11.79% 

 

 
 

4) FREQUENCY OF COMMENTS: 

 

As mentioned above, users comment on news because of 

their interest in it. If a user reads an interesting piece of news 

one day, he will have a heated discussion with other users, 

and thus this user will make a lot of comments on that day. 

Correspondingly, if the user does not read any news that he is 

interested in, there will be very few comments on the day. 

Such case is very common for normal users. After all, it is 

impossible to have news that users are interested in every 

day, and thus the time intervals between comments posted by 

normal users tend to be longer. For possible spammers, they 

tend to comment on news for some purpose, and they are 

likely to receive the task of commenting every few days or 

even every day, so the time intervals between comments 

posted by possible spammers 

are often shorter. Therefore, 

this paper argues that the 
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feature of the frequency of comments can be used to 

distinguish normal users from possible spammers, and the 

frequency of comments made by normal users is lower than 

that by possible spammers. 

We calculated the ratio of the number of days when each user 

posted comments to the total number of days. The steps are as 

follows:  

1. Sort the comments of each user according to the posting 

time, and extract the time of the earliest comment and the 

latest comment. Then subtract the two time values to get a 

time period, that is, the user has only posted comments 

within that time period. Define the time period as Tn 

2. Count the number of days in which each user actually posts 

comments in his respective time period. For example, the 

time interval between the earliest comment and the latest 

comment posted by a user is 30 days, that is, Tnis 30. But this 

user has actually posted comments only in five days of Tn, so 

the actual number of days he has posted comments is 5, 

which is defined as Tf.  

3. Calculate the ratio of the number of days when each user 

posted comments to the total number of days, and define it as 

C, and its quantification equation is as follows:  

C=Tf/Tn  

 

RANGE Qs Ps Qn Pn 

[0.0.0.2

] 

130 33.59% 1549 59.28% 

[0.2,0.4

] 

127 32.82% 719 27.52% 

[0.4,0.6

] 

38 9.82% 202 7.73% 

[0.6,0.8

] 

25 6.46% 81 3.31% 

 

 
 

 

V. COMMENT PROPAGATION ALGORITHM: 

 

Comment propagation is a graph based manual algorithm to 

distinguish the normal users with the possible spammers. 

The data are collected using scraping tool and labelled as 

required fields. The comments are defined variously for 

better understanding of the algorithm. Our evaluation 

metrics uses the following entities such as, 

 Direct Positive-number of possible spammers that are 

correctly classified. 

 Direct Negative-number of normal users that are 

correctly classified. 

 Indirect Positive-number of normal users that are 

wrongly classified as possible spammers. 

 Indirect Negative-number of possible spammers that 

are wrongly classified as normal users. 

From the above Behavioural analysis, the following data are 

calculated manually, 

 A=Cn/Ct 

 B=Nn/Na 

 C=Tf/Tn 

 

VI. ALGORITHM SEQUENCE FLOW: 

 

[0.0,0.2] 48 12.40%   

[0.2,0.4] 39    

 

0.6,0.8] 

80    

 

 

Crawl the data using 

octoparus 

Data preprocessing 

Behavioural Features 

analysis 

Calculate the values: 

 A=Cn/Ct 

 B=Nn/Na 

 C=Tf/Tn 

Input the featured values 

Identify using CPA 
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VII. CONCLUSION: 

 

The network needs security against attackers and hackers. 

Network Security includes two basic securities. The first is 

the security of data information i.e. to protect the information 

from unauthorized access and loss. And the second is 

computer security i.e. to protect data and to thwart hackers. 

This paper presents a technology of spammer identification 

based on CPA, which is suitable for the field of news media. 

By using the data crawled , a set of user behavioural features 

are extracted and input into CPA. Based on the experiments 

and evaluations, the results show that the identification 

technology in this paper is reliable and effective, and has 

higher accuracy, lower data cost. On the other hand, the 

features extracted in this paper are based on manual  

selection, which is likely to overlook some useful features 

that have not been discovered. Therefore, we can consider 

how to apply the method of deep learning into the automatic 

feature extraction in the future. Also, we will improve the 

spammer identification technology to apply to more 

industrial applications in the future. 
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